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We consider cyclic nearest neighbor systems of differential delay equations, in
which the coupling between neighbors possesses a monotonicity property. Using a
discrete (integer-valued) Lyapunov function, we prove that the Poincare Bendixson
theorem holds for such systems. We also obtain results on piecewise monotonicity
and stability of periodic solutions of such systems.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this paper we prove the Poincare Bendixson theorem for systems of
cyclically (nearest neighbor) coupled differential delay equations, in which
the coupling satisfies a monotonicity condition. A typical such system is
given by the N+1 equations
x* i (t)=f i (xi (t), xi+1(t&;i)), 0iN, (1.1)
where N0 and the indices are taken mod N+1, where ;i0 for each i,
and where each f i enjoys the monotonicity property
f i (!, `)
`
{0 for all (!, `) # R2. (1.2)
We include the scalar case N=0 of (1.1), (1.2) in our theory. We actually
allow a slightly more general class of systems than (1.1), (1.2), namely
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A discrete (integer-valued) Lyapunov function, denoted V, was developed
in [MP-Se1] for a class of delay systems including (1.1), (1.2). The func-
tion V is, in a sense, a hybrid of the Smillie function of [MP-Sm], first
defined in [Sml], and a scalar version of V which was defined in [MP].
The present paper makes extensive use of the results in [MP-Se1], in par-
ticular the properties of V, and it should be considered a companion paper.
Nevertheless, we have summarized all the relevant results from [MP-Se1]
below, and our presentation here is essentially self-contained.
Results in the direction of a Poincare Bendixson theorem for differential
delay equations began with early work of Kaplan and Yorke [Ka-Yo1],
[Ka-Yo2], and were more recently given by Walther [Wa1], [Wa3],
[Wa4], [Wa5], [Wa6], by Herz [Her], and by R. Smith [SmR1],
[SmR5]. Except for the work of Smith, all these results concern scalar
equations, and generally slowly oscillating solutions. The present paper
follows the approaches in [MP-Sm] and [Fi-MP1], and makes full use of
the discrete Lyapunov function V.
The ODE case of (1.1), (1.2), in which all ;i=0, was treated in
[MP-Sm], where a Poincare Bendixson theorem was proved, following
preliminary results in [Ha-Ty-We]. This was generalized in [El] to two-
sided interactions; see also [Ho-MP-Sm] for an extension of this result.
A Poincare Bendixson theorem was proved in [Fi-MP1] for the scalar
PDE
ut=uxx+f (x, u, ux), x # S1,
where S 1 denotes the circle, that is, we have periodic boundary conditions.
In these papers, as here, the main tool in proving such results is a discrete
Lyapunov function. In particular, for the above PDE the zero-crossing
number of Matano plays this role.
The proofs in [MP-Sm] and [Fi-MP1], while both relying on discrete
Lyapunov functions, are somewhat different; in the former paper the
arguments are longer and more involved, although they yield more infor-
mation, particularly about characteristic multipliers and local invariant
manifolds. In the present paper we adopt the simpler ``softer'' approach of
[Fi-MP1] (see also [Fi]), which avoids the use of such objects. Many of
the results on characteristic multipliers, Floquet solutions, and exponential
dichotomies, however, can be found in [MP-Se1], and also in [MP-Se2].
As mentioned below, many of the results of the present paper for the scalar
equation
x* (t)=f (x(t), x(t&1)) (1.3)
were developed more or less simultaneously with those of [Fi-MP] and
[MP-Sm].
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The approach of R. Smith in the papers noted above, and in the ODE
papers [SmR2], [SmR3], and [SmR4], is very different from our own,
and yields complementary results with only minimal overlap. Roughly
speaking, Smith does not use a discrete Lyapunov function, but rather
employs cone conditions to produce two-dimensional invariant surfaces, on
which arguments from the classical Poincare Bendixson theorem can then
be applied.
As noted in [MP-Se1], a special case of the system (1.1), (1.2) is given
by the (N+1)st order scalar differential delay equation




where p(D)=(D&!0)(D&!1) } } } (D&!N) is an (N+1)st-degree polyno-
mial all of whose roots are real, and where f $(x){0 for all x # R. Indeed,
upon setting x0(t)=x(t) and xi+1(t)=x* i (t)&!ixi (t) for 0iN&1,
one obtains a system of the form (1.1), (1.2), with all ;i=0 except ;N=1.
Periodic solutions of equation (1.4) have been obtained in [Hei2] for
N=1, and for general N in the singular perturbation case in [Ha-Iv]. For
our results to apply to equation (1.4), it is necessary that all roots of the
polynomial p be real, so that the above transformation to a system (1.1)
can be made. Indeed, the results of [HLMMS] suggest that if p has non-
real roots, then the Poincare Bendixson theorem can fail for (1.4), and that
complex and chaotic dynamics can occur.
The class of equations we treat in this paper is actually slightly more
general than (1.1), (1.2). In particular, we may allow f i to depend on
xi&1(t) in an appropriate fashion, at least for i{0. After a sequence of
normalizing transformations (which are fully described in [MP-Se1]), the
system we consider takes the form
x* 0(t)=f 0(x0(t), x1(t)),
x* i (t)=f i (xi&1(t), xi (t), xi+1(t)), 1iN&1, (1.5)
x* N(t)=f N(xN&1(t), xN(t), x0(t&1)).
with nonlinearities satisfying
f i (', !, `)
'
0, and $i
f i (', !, `)
`
>0 for all (', !, `) # R3, (1.6)
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The quantity
$* # [&1, 1]
is fixed throughout our analysis, and indicates the overall nature of the
feedback, positive or negative. A system of the form (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), is
said to be a monotone cyclic feedback system with delay, in standard feed-
back form.
In the special case of the system (1.1), which we refer to as a unidirec-
tional system, the normalizing transformation leads to a system of the same
unidirectional form (1.1), but with ;i=0 for i{N, and ;N=1, with
positive derivatives in (1.2), for i{N. The sign of the derivative f N` of
the final function can be either positive or negative; in most problems of
interest in applications it is negative.
In the case $*=1 of positive feedback, the system (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) falls
within the realm of the so-called cooperative systems; see the early work of
Hirsch [Hi], and also [SmH1], [SmH3], [SmH4], and [Sm-Th], for
example. Orbits of cooperative systems have a strong tendency to converge
to equilibria. On the other hand, when $*=&1, attracting periodic orbits
can exist, and one encounters dynamics quite different from those of
cooperative systems.
We briefly mention here some of the equations of scientific interest to
which our results apply, and direct the reader to [MP-Se1] for a more
comprehensive bibliography. The well-known MackeyGlass equation
x* (t)=&+x(t)++g(x(t&1)),
with monotone g, is one such equation; it appears in several areas,
including physiology, biology, and optics. See [Ma-Gl], and [MP-Nu1]
and the references therein. Monotone cyclic systems (1.1), (1.2) arise in
versions of the classical Goodwin model [Go] of enzyme synthesis with
delays; see, for example, [La], [Al], [MD], [Ba-Ma], [Hei1], [Ma1],
[Ma2], [SmH2], and some of the references in [MP-Sm]. In addition,
models in the theory of neural networks are another source of such
systems; see [At-Ba] and [Ba-At].
Perhaps the most famous equation to which our results apply is Wright's
equation
y* (t)=&:y(t&1)(1+y(t)),
with :>0, which for y(t)>&1 is equivalent to
x* (t)=f (x(t&1)), f (x)=&:(ex&1), (1.8)
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by the change of variables ex=1+y. Note that (1.8) has the form (1.1),
(1.2), with N=0. It is an immediate consequence of our Theorem 2.1
below, and of the results on Morse decompositions in [MP], that for a
large class of equations of the form x* (t)=f (x(t&1)), including (1.8), if the
origin is a hyperbolic equilibrium, then every solution x(t) enjoys one of
the following properties: either
(a) x(t)  0 as t  ; or
(b) the omega-limit set of the solution x( } ) is a single, nonconstant,
periodic solution p( } ).
Indeed, Theorem 2.1 implies that if neither (a) nor (b) occurs for this equa-
tion, then the omega-limit set of x( } ) consists of the origin and a set of
orbits homoclinic to the origin; and the Morse decomposition results of
[MP] imply that the singleton set [0] containing the origin is a Morse set,
and hence can have no orbits homoclinic to it. (Even if the origin is not
hyperbolic, one expects the same conclusions to hold, by refinements of the
results of [MP], and by center manifold arguments.)
Whether (a) or (b) holds depends of course on the initial condition of
the solution x( } ). Also, there is no claim here that a periodic solution p( } )
in (b) even exists, or that it is unique if one exists. In particular, if no
periodic solution exists, then necessarily (a) holds for all solutions of initial
value problems, and so the origin is a globally asymptotically stable
equilibrium. On the other hand, it is not ruled out that multiple periodic
solutions can coexist, in which case the limiting orbit p( } ) in case (b) would
depend on the initial condition of x( } ). If (b) holds for some hyperbolic
periodic solution p( } ), for some x( } ), then certainly x(t)&p(t+%)  0 as
t  , for some % # R, by asymptotic orbital stability with asymptotic
phase; but if p( } ) is not hyperbolic, then such % need not exist.
We mention here that if the origin is unstable, then for an open, dense
set of initial conditions, conclusion (b) occurs, and the limiting solution
p( } ) is slowly oscillating (meaning that V=1), at least for a class of scalar
equations containing Wright's equation. The proof of this result, given in
[MP-Wa], uses quite different techniques from those contained herein,
however.
One would expect extensions of such results for scalar equations to hold
for the systems (1.1), (1.2). For example, one expects that either (a) or (b)
above holds for each bounded solution, provided that x=0 is the only
equilibrium, and also provided that the linearization of (1.1) at x=0 has
an even (respectively, odd) number of unstable eigenvalues, where the
overall system has negative (respectively positive) feedback. Such a result
would be the direct analog of [MP-Sm, Theorem 4.1]. Conclusions of this
sort rely upon the existence of a Morse decomposition, or at least involve
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some of the ideas in the construction of a Morse decomposition. Among
these is the proof of the nonexistence of superexponential solutions, namely
solutions x(t) which approach the origin faster than any exponential func-
tion. Such solutions were first explored in [MP], where they were proved
not to exist on the attractor; this result implies that solutions in the stable
manifold of the origin are described asymptotically by the associated
linearized equation. See also [Ca] and [Ar] for later results. Relevant
questions involving superexponential solutions for linear systems are
studied more fully in [MP-Se2].
We believe our results here open the door to a general inquiry into the
structure of the attractor of the system (1.1), (1.2). One expects results on
connecting orbits between sets in Morse decompositions, in the spirit of such
results for cyclic systems of ODE's (see [Ge] and [Ge-Mi]), and scalar
delay equations (see [Fi-MP2], [MP], and [Mc-Mi]), although with a
more geometric, and less topological flavor. Similarly, the transversality
results in [An], [Fu-Ol], and [Hen] should have counterparts here. Other
possible extensions of these results would be to equations with variable,
state-dependent delays (see [MP-Nu2] and [MP-Nu3]), and to systems
with discrete time (see [MP-Se3]).
Our main results are Theorem 2.1 (the Poincare Bendixson theorem),
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, and Theorem 8.1. Let us briefly outline the contents
of this paper. In Section 2 we state the Poincare Bendixson theorem, and
delineate the class of differential delay systems we consider. Section 3 sets the
notation while in Section 4 we present the necessary results from [MP-Se1]
on the Lyapunov function. The proof of the Poincare Bendixson theorem
occupies Section 5 (with preliminary lemmas) and Section 6 (with more
familiar planar arguments, adapted to our situation).
In addition to proving a Poincare Bendixson theorem, we obtain in
Section 7 a number of properties of periodic solutions of monotone feed-
back systems such as (1.1), (1.2). In particular, in Theorem 7.1 we give
conditions for periodic solutions to be sinusoidal, in the sense that the
coordinate functions xi (t) have exactly one local maximum and one local
minimum per period, and are monotone in between. This is always the case
for a system (1.1) with (1.2). Also, in Theorem 7.2, we show under quite
general conditions that when the nonlinearity f in (1.1) is odd, then the
periodic solutions inherit the symmetry, and must satisfy x(t+T2)=
&x(t), where T is the period. Finally, in Section 8 we show in Theorem 8.1
that, roughly, the more rapidly a solution oscillates, the more unstable (in
the sense of Floquet multipliers) it is.
Earlier version of this paper, with special emphasis on the scalar equa-
tion (1.3), were presented in several lectures in the mid 1980's by the
authors. These presentations included invited lectures at: the AMS
Meeting, Anaheim, California, January, 1985; the SIAM Meeting, Tempe,
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Arizona, October, 1985; the ICIAM Meeting, Paris, July, 1987; and the
AMS Meeting, Atlanta, January, 1988.
2. Statement of Results
In this paper we prove the Poincare Bendixson theorem for monotone
cyclic feedback systems with delay. In so-called standard feedback form,
these are systems of N+1 autonomous equations (1.5) satisfying the
monotonicity conditions (1.6), with (1.7). Here each nonlinearity f i is
assumed C1 on R3, or on R2 in the case of f 0 (when i=0, the variable '
is absent, that is, we consider f 0(!, `) as a function of ! and ` only).
The case N=0 of a scalar equation is included in our theory. When
N=0, we interpret the system (1.5) as
x* 0(t)=f 0(x0(t), x0(t&1)),




>0 for all (!, `) # R2, $0=$* # [&1, 1].
In our subsequent analysis, such slight notational modifications will be
necessary in this scalar case, although we shall not generally mention their
occurrence.
Observe in (1.6) that only the second inequality need be strict. In many
systems of interest, in fact, the first variable ' is absent from each equation
(not just from the equation for x* 0(t)), giving rise to a so-called unidirec-
tional system
x* i (t)=f i (xi (t), xi+1(t)), 0iN&1,
(2.1)
x* N(t)=f N(xN(t), x0(t&1)).
We now state our main result. Some unfamiliar notation and terminol-
ogy in the statement of this theorem will be explained in the next section.
Theorem 2.1 (The Poincare Bendixson Theorem). Consider the system
(1.5) with C1 nonlinearities satisfying (1.6). Let x(t) be a solution of (1.5) on
some interval [t0, ), and assume that x(t) is bounded in RN+1 as t  .
Let |(x)C(K) denote the omega-limit set of this solution in the phase
space C(K). Then either
(a) |(x) is a single non-constant periodic orbit; or else
(b) for each solution u(t) of (1.5) in |(x), that is, for solutions with
ut # |(x) for all t # R, we have that
:(u) _ |(u)E,
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where :(u) and |(u) denote the alpha- and omega-limit sets, respectively, of
this solution, and where EC(K) denotes the set of equilibrium points of
(1.5).
In any case, each planar projection function
?i : |(x)  ?i (|(x))R2,
for 0iN, is one-to-one, and so embeds the compact set |(x)
homeomorphically in the plane.
We remark that case (b) of the theorem covers the simplest situation in
which the omega-limit set |(x) is just a single equilibrium point, that is,
when x(t) approaches a single equilibrium as t  . We also note that in
case (b), if the equilibria are not isolated points, one cannot conclude that
u(t) approaches a single equilibrium as either t   or t  &. That is,
either :(u) or |(u) could conceivable be a continuum of equilibrium points.
On the other hand, if all equilibria are isolated, then in case (b) each set
:(u) and |(u) is connected and hence is a single equilibrium.
3. Notation and Preliminaries
The natural phase space for the system (1.5) is the Banach space C(K),
where
K=[&1, 0] _ [1, 2, . . ., N].
This space is a slight modification of the space C([&1, 0], RN+1) found
in [Ha-VL], and is adapted to suit the system (1.5) in which a delay
appears only in the last variable. For ease of notation we shall denote





for % # [&1, 0],
for % # [1, 2, . . ., N],
at least where this makes sense. Generally, when we say that x( } ) is a solu-
tion of (1.5) on an interval I, we mean that x( } ) is C1 on I, that in addition
the coordinate function x0( } ) is C0 on the larger interval
I =[t+% | t # I and % # [&1, 0]]
which extends to the left of I by one unit, and of course that x(t) satisfies
the differential equations (1.5) for t # I. For convenience of notation we
shall often write
xN+1(t)=x0(t&1),
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although we observe that N+1  K, and that xN+1( } ) is not one of the
coordinate functions in the system of differential equations (1.5). We let
EC denote the set of equilibria for the system (1.5). Of course, each } # E
is a constant function on K.
We mention here the planar projection functions ?i: C  R2, for
0iN, defined by




These functions appear in the statement of Theorem 2.1, and will play a
prominent role in our analysis.
An initial value problem for (1.5) is posed by setting xt 0=. for some
t0 # R and . # C, and this yields a unique solution x( } ) on a maximal inter-
val [t0, t*) to the right of t0. The (forward) orbit of this solution in phase
space is the set
#+(.)=[xt | t # [t0, t*)]C,
and we also define
#+T (.)=[xt | t # [t
0+T, t*)]C
for any T0. If t*<, then &xt &   as t  t* (where & }& denotes the
norm in C), and so if #+(.) is bounded then necessarily t*=; in fact, the
closure #+(.) is compact in this case. In addition, when t*= the omega-
limit set |(.)#+(.) is defined as
|(.)=[ # C | there exists tn   such that xtn  ],
and satisfies the standard properties. In particular, if #+(.) is bounded
then |(.) is nonempty, compact, connected, and invariant. (We say that
a subset AC is invariant, meaning both positively and negatively
invariant, if T (t) A=A for each t0, where T(t) denotes the time t solu-
tion operator of the system (1.5).) Also, through each  # |(.) there exists
a two-sided solution u( } ) in |(.), that is, a solution satisfying u0= and
ut # |(.) for all t # R.
If a solution x( } ), with xt 0=., is defined for t  &, we may also con-
sider the backward orbit #&(.) and the alpha-limit set :(.), defined
analogously. Of course for general . # C, there may not exist a backward
solution. When one exists, however, it is unique; this fact implies that if
AC is a compact invariant set, then T(t) generates a (two-sided) flow
on A.
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To prove backward uniqueness, suppose that x( } ) and u( } ) are both
solutions of (1.5) on an interval I, and that xt 0=ut 0 at some t0 # I. We
claim that xt=ut for all t # I with tt0, and hence for all t # I. To prove
this claim it is enough to show that xt=ut for all t # [t0&1, t0] & I. Letting
J=[t0&1, t0] & I, and assuming this interval has positive length, we have
that x0(t)=u0(t) and hence that x* 0(t)=u* 0(t) for all t # J, as xt0=ut0 . The
first equation in (1.5), and in particular the strict monotonicity of f 0 in its
second argument, implies that x1(t)=u1(t) for all t # J. Continuing in this
fashion successively with the remaining equations of (1.5), and using the
strict monotonicity of f i in its last argument, we see that xi (t)=ui (t) for
all t # J, for 0iN+1. This now gives the desired conclusion.
Let us finally denote
C 1=C1(K)=[. # C | the restriction . | [&1, 0] is
continuously differentiable],
and observe that for a solution x( } ) on [t0, t*) we have that xt # C 1 for all
t # [t0+1, t*). In fact, the time t map T(t), for t1, is continuous from C
into C1. It follows easily that if AC is a bounded invariant set with com-
pact closure A , then AC1. The closure of A in the C 1 topology yields the
same set A as for the topology of C, and the topologies induced on A from
C and C1 are equivalent.
4. The Discrete Lyapunov Function
The discrete Lyapunov functions
V+, V&: C"[0]  [0, 1, 2, . . ., ],
defined in [MP-Se1] and discussed below, are associated with signed cyclic
feedback systems. The signed cyclic feedback systems are a class of systems
related to, but distinct from, the monotone cyclic feedback systems (1.5),
(1.6). Generally, by a signed cyclic feedback system we mean a non-
autonomous system
y* 0(t)=g0(t, y0(t), y1(t)),
y* i (t)=gi (t, yi&1(t), yi (t), yi+1(t)), 1iN, (4.1)
y* N(t)=gN(t, yN&1(t), yN(t), y0(t&1)),
in which the nonlinearities satisfy the sign conditions
gi (t, ', 0, `) {>0 if both '0 and $
i`>0,
<0 if both '0 and $i`<0,
(4.2)
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for 0iN and for each t (with the variable ' absent in (4.2) when i=0,
as before). The quantities $i are as in (1.7), and we assume the terms
gi (t, ', !, `) in the right-hand side of (4.1), for 0iN, are continuous in
t (in some interval I ) and C1 in (', !, `) # R3. Generally, the function V\
described below is a Lyapunov function for the system (4.1) satisfying
(4.2), where \ denotes the sign of the feedback constant $*.
The relation between the systems (1.5) and (4.1) is straightforward, and
standard in the context of related results [Fi-MP1], [MP-Sm]. Let us
write the monotone system (1.5) as x* (t)=f (xt), where f : C  RN+1, and
let x( } ) and x ( } ) be any two solutions of (1.5) on some interval I. Consider
the difference y(t)=x(t)&x (t). Then
y* (t)=f (xt)&f (x t)
=f ( yt+x t)&f (x t)=g(t, yt),
where g: I_C  RN+1 is defined as
g(t, .)=f (.+x t)&f (x t).
It is easy to verify that g has the form (4.1) and satisfies the sign conditions
(4.2), if f satisfies the monotonicity conditions (1.6). (Of course, the non-
linearity g depends on the solution x ( } ) chosen.)
An infinitesimal version of the above construction also can be made. If
x( } ) is any solution of (1.5), then we may consider the linear variational
equation
y* (t)=g(t, yt), where g(t, .)=f $(xt)., (4.3)
where f $(), for any  # C, is the Fre chet derivative of f: C  RN+1 at .
Again, this g has the form (4.1) and satisfies the sign conditions (4.2), if f
satisfies the monotonicity conditions (1.6). Of course, y(t)=x* (t) is a par-
ticular solution of (4.3).
We remark here that y(t)#0 is always a solution of (4.1), (4.2), and also
that backward uniqueness holds for this solution. That is, if y( } ) is a solu-
tion of (4.1), (4.2) on an interval I, and if yt 0=0 for some t0 # I, then yt=0
for all t # I. The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of backward
uniqueness for (1.5) given in the previous section. By a nontrivial solution
of the system (4.1), we mean a solution for which yt{0.
Let us now recall the definition of the functions V\ given in [MP-Se1].
First, for any . # C"[0] define the number of sign changes
sc(.)=sup[k1 | there exist %0<%1< } } } <%k with
each %i # K and .(%i&1) .(%i)<0 for 1ik], (4.4)
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with the convention that sc(.)=0 if either .(%)0, or .(%)0 for all
% # K. We consider sc(0) to be undefined. Certainly, sc(.)= is possible
in (4.4). Now set
V+(.)={sc(.)sc(.)+1
if sc(.) is even or infinite,
if sc(.) is odd,
(4.5)
V&(.)={sc(.)sc(.)+1
if sc(.) is odd or infinite,
if sc(.) is even,
and so
V + : C"[0]  [0, 2, 4, . . ., ], V&: C"[0]  [1, 3, 5, . . ., ].
The following result is proved in [MP-Se1, Theorem 2.1].
Theorem 4.1. Let y( } ) be a nontrivial solution of the signed cyclic feed-
back system (4.1), (4.2), on an interval I, and let \ denote the sign of the
feedback constant $* for this system. Then V \( yt) is a nonincreasing func-
tion of t, that is,
V\( yt1)V\( yt 2) if t1t2 with t1, t2 # I.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the discussion above is
that if x( } ) and x ( } ) are two different solutions of (1.5), (1.6), then
V\(xt&x t) is nonincreasing in t,
and that if x( } ) is a nonconstant solution of (1.5), (1.6), then
V\(x* t) is nonincreasing in t.
A second result [MP-Se1, Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.3] concerns
points at which V\( yt) must drop strictly.
Theorem 4.2. Let y( } ) be a nontrivial solution of (4.1), (4.2) on an inter-
val I. Suppose for some t # I that also t&3 # I, and that at this time t one of
the following occurs: either
(a) yi (t)=yi+1(t)=0 for some i with 0iN; or
(b) yi (t)=0 and $iyi&1(t) yi+1(t)>0 for some i with 1iN.
Then either
V\( yt)<V\( yt&3) or V \( yt)=.
We note the following consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Suppose
that y( } ) is a nontrivial solution of (4.1), (4.2) on an infinite interval
[t0, ). Suppose also that V\( yt)< for large t (this is necessarily the
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case if V\( yt0)< for the initial condition). Then V\( yt) is constant
and finite for large t, by Theorem 4.1, and so neither (a) nor (b) of
Theorem 4.2 can occur for large t. Condition (a) is of particular interest for
our purposes, and we may express it as
?iyt{0 for all large t, and 0iN,
where ?i is the planar projection function (3.1). In case y(t)=x(t)&x (t) is
the difference of two solutions of (1.5), (1.6), we have that
?ixt{?ix t for all large t, and 0iN.
Suppose that y( } ) is a nontrivial solution of (4.1), (4.2) on an interval I,
and that for some t # I we also have t&4 # I, and
V\( yt)=V\( yt&4)<.
For any % # [&1, 0] we have t&4t+%&3t+%t, and hence
V\( yt+%)=V \( yt+%&3)< (4.6)
by Theorem 4.1. We claim that
( y0(t+%), y* 0(t+%)){(0, 0). (4.7)
Indeed, by (4.6) and Theorem 4.2 we have that ( y0(t+%), y1(t+%)){
(0, 0), so if y0(t+%)=0 then necessarily
y* 0(t+%)=g0(t+%, 0, y1(t+%)){0 (4.8)
by the strict inequalities in (4.2). From this (4.7) follows. We may express
(4.7) by saying that all zeros of yt # C1 in the interval [&1, 0]K are
simple, namely that
y* t(%){0 whenever yt(%)=0 for some % # [&1, 0]. (4.9)
Note in fact that $0y* 0(t+%) y1(t+%)>0, which follows from (4.2) and
(4.8). At %=0 we may express this fact as
$0y* t(0)yt(1)>0 whenever yt(0)=0 (4.10)
in the element yt # C.
Let us formally summarize the above observations, together with an
additional observation, as a theorem. We first define a set SC1 as
follows. Let
Si=[. # C1 | if .(i)=0 then $i.(i&1) .(i+1)<0] (4.11)
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for 1iN, with the convention that .(N+1)=.(&1). Also let
S 0=[. # C1 | if .(0)=0 then $0.* (0) .(1)>0],
S&1=[. # C1 | if .(&1)=0 then $N.(N) .* (&1)<0], (4.12)






Clearly, S is an open dense subset of C1, in the topology of C 1. Let us also
note, for future use, that
?i.{0 # R2 if . # S, for 0iN, (4.13)
where ?i is given by (3.1). We have the following result, which states that
V\( yt) necessarily drops in value (if it is finite) whenever yt leaves S.
Theorem 4.3. Let y( } ) be a nontrivial solution of (4.1), (4.2) on an inter-
val I. Suppose for some t # I that also t&4 # I, and that




?iyt{0 for 0iN. (4.15)
Proof. Certainly V\( yt)=V\( yt&3)< follows from (4.14), so by
Theorem 4.2 we immediately conclude that yt # S i for each i with 1iN.
This is easily seen to imply (4.15). Also, (4.9) and (4.10) imply, respectively,
that yt # S* and that yt # S0. All that remains then is to prove that
yt # S &1.
Suppose yt(&1)=0, that is, y0(t&1)=0. We know that yt # SN, and
conclude from this that yt(N)=yN(t){0; also, yt # S*, which implies that
y* t(&1)=y* 0(t&1){0. Therefore, if yt  S&1 then necessarily
$NyN(t) y* 0(t&1)>0. (4.16)
Let us suppose (4.16) to be the case. We observe further that
y* 0(t) y1(t)>0 if y0(t)=0,
yi&1(t) yi+1(t)<0 if yi (t)=0, for 1iN&1, (4.17)
y* 0(t+%){0 if y0(t+%)=0 for some % # [&1, 0],
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which follow from the fact that yt # S i for 0iN&1, and yt # S*, and
the fact that $i=1 for 0iN&1. It is now an elementary observation,
following directly from (4.17), from the fact that y0(t&1)=0, and from the
definition (4.4) of the function sc( } ), that
sc( yt&=)=sc( yt)+1 for small =>0.
We further observe from (4.16) that $NyN(t) y0(t+%)>0 for all
% # [&1, 0] near &1, and hence that
sc( yt) is even if $N=$*>0 and odd if $N=$*<0.
From the definition (4.5) of V\ we conclude that
V\( yt&=)=sc( yt&=)+1=sc( yt)+2=V\( yt)+2
for small =>0, and hence that V\( yt&4)V\( yt&=)>V\( yt), contradict-
ing (4.14). This proves that yt # S &1, and hence that yt # S as claimed. K
The Lyapunov functions V\ are of course discontinuous at many points
of C"[0], as they are integer-valued. On the other hand, viewed as func-
tions on C1"[0], the following result shows they are continuous with
respect to that topology on the set S. This implies that Theorem 4.3 is
sharp, in the sense that as long as yt # S the quantity V\( yt) remains
constant.




V\(.n) if .n  . # C"[0].
The functions V\ are finite and continuous, hence are locally constant, on
the open dense subset SC1"[0] in the C 1 topology; that is, if . # S, then
there exists =>0 such that
V\()=V\(.)< if &&.&C1<=. (4.18)
Proof. The lower semicontinuity of V\ follows from the lower semicon-
tinuity of the function sc, which follows immediately from the definition
(4.4).
Now take . # S. The simplicity of the zeros of . in [&1, 0] imply that
sc(.)<, hence V\(.)<. If in addition both .(&1){0 and .(N){0,
then by using the definitions (4.11), (4.12) of Si for 0iN&1 one easily
sees that sc()=sc(.), hence that V\()=V\(.), for  near . in C1.
On the other hand, suppose that .(&1)=0 or .(N)=0, with . # S; as
. # S&1, these quantities cannot both vanish. Suppose first that .(&1)=0
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and .(N){0, say .(N)>0. For definiteness also assume that $*=1, that
is $N=1, the case of $*=&1 being treated similarly. The definition (4.12)
of S&1 implies that .* (&1)<0, so in particular sc(.) is odd. One sees
moreover that any C 1 perturbation of . to  can introduce at most one
more sign change, namely one near %=&1. That is, for some =>0,
sc() # [sc(.), sc(.)+1] if &&.&C 1<=. (4.19)
The definition (4.5) of V+ and the oddness of sc(.) now imply from (4.19)
that
V+()=V+(.)=sc(.)+1 if &&.&C1<=. (4.20)
Finally, suppose that .(N)=0 but .(&1){0, say .(&1)>0. We still
take $*=1. Then the definition (4.11) of SN implies that .(N&1)<0, so
again sc(.) is odd. One easily verifies that (4.19) and hence (4.20) hold, as
before. In any case, we conclude (4.18), as desired. K
In order to use the the above results, it is important to know when
V \( yt)<. The following result is easily adapted from [MP-Se1,
Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 4.5. Let y( } ) be a solution of (4.1), (4.2) on an interval
I=(&, t*). Assume that y(t) is bounded as t  &, say | yi (t)|R for
some R, for all sufficiently negative t and each i. Also assume for some con-
stant B that
}g
i(t, !i&1, !i, !i+1)
! j }B for |!i\1|, |!i|R and all sufficiently negative t,
for each j=i&1, i, i+1 and 0iN (of course omitting j=&1 when
i=0). Then
V\( yt)< for all t # I.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5 and
our earlier discussion of the relation between the systems (1.5) and (4.1).
Corollary 4.6. Let x( } ) and x ( } ) be solutions of (1.5), (1.6) on an
interval I=(&, t*), and assume that both x(t) and x (t) are bounded as
t  &. Then for all t # I
V\(xt&x t)< provided xt{x t , and
V\(x* t)< provided x* t{0.
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We mention, as an illustrative example, one consequence of our results
so far. Suppose that x( } ) is a nonconstant periodic solution of (1.5), (1.6),
say with minimum period T>0, that is,
xt=xs if and only if t#s (mod T ).
Take any c # (0, T), let x (t)=x(t+c), and set y(t)=x(t)&x (t). Then y( } )
is a nonzero T-periodic solution of a signed cyclic feedback system (4.1),
(4.2), so by Theorem 4.1 we have that V\( yt) is constant in t # R.
Corollary 4.6 implies that the value of V\( yt) is finite, and so (4.15) of
Theorem 4.3 implies that ?iyt{0 for all t # R, and 0iN, that is,
(xi (t), xi+1(t)){(xi (t+c), xi+1(t+c)) for all t # R and 0iN.
(4.21)
Because c # (0, T ) is arbitrary, we conclude immediately from (4.21) that
for each i the map
t # R  (xi (t), xi+1(t)) # R2 (4.22)
is T-periodic and one-to-one on [0, T ), and hence that (4.22) describes a
Jordan curve in the plane. That is, each map
?i : #(.)C  ?i (#(.))R2
takes the periodic orbit #(.) (here .=x0 is the initial condition)
homeomorphically onto its image ?i (#(.)) in the plane.
We note further that V\(x* t) is finite and constant, and so x* t # S and
hence
?ix* t=(x* i (t), x* i+1(t)){(0, 0)
for all t # R. That is, each of the curves (4.22) is an immersion of the circle
S1 into the plane.
5. Preliminary Results
In this section we embark on the proof of Theorem 2.1, the Poincare 
Bendixson theorem. As noted, we follow the approach in [Fi-MP1].
Throughout this section, x(t) denotes a fixed solution of (1.5), (1.6) on
the interval [0, ). We assume that x(t) is bounded as t  , as in the
statement of the theorem, and so there exists a nonempty omega-limit set
|(x0)C for this solution (as usual, x0 # C denotes the initial condition of
the solution x( } )). Recall that the set |(x0) is nonempty, compact, con-
nected, and invariant, and that the solution operator of (1.5) restricted to
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|(x0) yields a two-sided flow. Thus, if . # |(x0) then there exists a unique
solution u(t) of (1.5), with u0=. and ut # |(x0) for all t # R. We shall refer
to this as the solution through .. Since we are considering a specific system
(1.5), (1.6), with a specific feedback parameter $* # [&1, 1], we shall
denote the Lyapunov function V\, where \ denotes the sign of $*, simply
as V.
The basic idea here is to show that various subsets of |(x0) (or more
generally subsets of #+(x0)) are mapped homeomorphically into the plane
by the maps ?i. We then apply suitably adapted versions of the familiar
planar arguments of the Poincare Bendixson theorem to the induced flows
on these images. Our ultimate goal is to show that all of |(x0) is mapped
homeomorphically into the plane, although this follows only after a long
series of lemmas. The next four results, culminating in Lemma 5.4, show
that closures of individual orbits #(.), for . # |(x0), are mapped homeo-
morphically into the plane.
Lemma 5.1. Take . # |(x0), and let u( } ) denote the solution of (1.5)
through .. Let {>0 be such that { is not a period of u( } ), that is, u{{..
(If u( } ) is not periodic, then any {>0 will do.) Then there exists an integer
&=&({)< such that
V(ut+{&ut)=&({) for all t # R, (5.1)
and moreover
ut+{&ut # S for all t # R. (5.2)
Proof. As . # |(x0), we have xtn  . in C for some sequence tn  .
Therefore, for any t # R,
xt n+t+{&xtn+t  ut+{&ut{0 as n  , (5.3)




where we use Theorem 4.1. At this point, we do not yet know that
&({)<. As V is lower semicontinuous, by Theorem 4.4, we have for each
t # R that
V(ut+{&ut) lim
n  
V(xt n+t+{&xt n+t)=&({). (5.4)
It is also the case that if ut+{&ut # S, then we have equality in (5.4), again
by Theorem 4.4.
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In particular, we know that V(ut+{&ut)< for all t # R, by Corollary
4.6, as u(t) is bounded as t  &. Thus for all large t we have that
V(ut+{&ut) is constant, and hence that ut+{&ut # S, by Theorem 4.3. This
in turn implies that V(ut+{&ut)=&({) for all large t, and therefore
&({)<.
We now conclude, by Theorem 4.1, that V(ut+{&ut)&({) for all t # R,
and hence, using (5.4), that V(ut+{&ut)=&({) for all t # R. Thus (5.1)
holds, and from this (5.2) follows, by Theorem 4.3. K
Corollary 5.2. Suppose for some {>0 that |(x0) contains an orbit
which is neither an equilibrium, nor is a periodic solution of (not necessarily
minimum) period {. Then &(_)=&({) for all _ near {.
Proof. Let u( } ), with ut # |(x0), be the solution of (1.5) as in the state-
ment of the lemma. That is, u{{u0 , and hence u_{u0 for all _ near {. By
Lemma 5.1 we have that
&(_)=V(u_&u0) (5.5)
for such _. Also, u_&u0 # S varies continuously in _, in the C1 topology.
Therefore, by Theorem 4.4, the quantity (5.5) is constant for _ near {. K
Corollary 5.3. Let . # |(x0). Then there exists an integer & such that
V(&')=& if , ' # #(.) and {'. (5.6)
Proof. Let u( } ) denote the solution through .. If u( } ) is neither a periodic
solution nor an equilibrium, then we have (5.1) of Lemma 5.1 for any {>0,
and so &({) is independent of {>0 by Corollary 5.2. If on the other hand
u( } ) is a solution of minimum period T>0, then (5.1) holds for 0<{<T
and &({) is independent of such {. In either case we conclude (5.6). K
Lemma 5.4. Let . # |(x0). Then there exists an integer & such that
V(&')=& and &' # S if , ' # #(.) and {'.
In particular, each map ?=?i, for 0iN, takes #(.) homeomorphically
onto its image ?(#(.)) in the plane. K
Proof. Let & be as in Corollary 5.3. Then the lower semicontinuity of V
implies that
V(&')& if , ' # #(.) and {'.
Also from Theorem 4.4 and from Corollary 5.3, we have that
V(&')=& if , ' # #(.) and &' # S,
since there exist points of #(.) arbitrarily near  and ' in the C1 topology.
(Recall the topologies on #(.) induced by C and C1 are equivalent.)
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Now fix  and ' as in the statement of the lemma, and let v( } ) and w( } )
respectively denote the solutions through these points. Of course,
V(vt&wt)& holds for all t # R, and thus V(vt&wt) is constant and finite
for large |t|, both as t   and t  & (but possibly with different con-
stants for the two limits). Therefore vt&wt # S for large |t| by Theorem 4.3,
and so V(vt&wt)=& for such t. Thus V(vt&wt)=& for all for all t # R,
which in turn implies, by Theorem 4.4, that vt&wt # S for all t.
The final sentence of the lemma follows from the fact that &' # S for
distinct , ' # #(.), using (4.13). This proves the lemma. K
The fact that each orbit closure #(.), for . # |(x0), is mapped homeo-
morphically into the plane, does not directly imply that the same is true for
the whole set |(x0). Further results are needed before this conclusion can
be made. The next two lemmas are a step in this direction.
Lemma 5.5. Let . # |(x0), and suppose that :(.) & |(.)=<. Then
there exists T>0 and an integer & such that
V(&')=& if  # #(.) and ' # #+T (x0), and {'.
Proof. Assume the result is false, with & as in the statement of Lemma 5.4.
Then there exist sequences
n # #(.) and tn  , with V(n&xtn){&.
For definiteness assume that
V(n&xt n)>& for each n;
the case of the opposite inequality is handled similarly, as we note at the
end of this proof. Let vn( } ) denote the solution through n. We shall
construct a sequence sn satisfying
sn<tn, with sn  , such that
(5.7)




From (5.7) one easily obtains a contradiction, as follows. By passing to
a subsequence we may assume that vnsn&tn   for some  # #(.) with
{`, and we note that both this limit and the limit xsn  ` hold in the C 1
topology. As &` # S by Lemma 5.4, we have from Theorem 4.4 that
V(vnsn&t n&xsn)=V(&`)=&





for all n, a contradiction.
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Before constructing the sequence sn, we make an elementary observation.
Let tn   and take any ` # |(x0). Then there exists a sequence sn<tn,
with sn   and xsn  `.
We consider several cases in the construction of the sequence sn. First
suppose that n # |(.) for infinitely many n. In this case take any
` # :(.)|(x0), and take sn as in the paragraph above. Then certainly the
inequality in (5.7) involving the lim sup holds, as vnsn&tn # |(.) for infinitely
many n, and :(.) & |(.)=,. Similarly, if n # :(.) infinitely often, we
take ` # |(.) to achieve (5.7).
Finally suppose that only finitely many terms n belong to :(.) _ |(.).
Then eventually n # #(.), that is, n=u{ n for all large n, for some
sequence {n # R, where u( } ) denotes the solution through .. In this case we
take two points, `1 # :(.) and `2 # |(.), and corresponding sequences
s2, n<s1, n<tn with s2, n  , and xs i , n  `i for i=1, 2. (One first chooses
the sequence s1, n from tn as above, and then repeats the procedure by









&u{ n+s1 , n&tn&`1&>0,
again using the fact that :(.) & |(.)=<. On the other hand, if (5.8) is





&u{ n+s2 , n&tn&`2&>0.
In any case a sequence sn satisfying (5.7) is constructed, and the proof of
the lemma is complete.
Finally, we remark here that in the case V(n&xt n)<& not considered,
the proof is modified by choosing sn>tn instead of sn<tn. K
Lemma 5.6. Let . be as in the statement of Lemma 5.5. Then there
exists T>0 and an integer & such that
V(&')=& and &' # S if  # #(.) and ' # #+T (x0), and {'.
In particular, ?i{?i' for such  and ', and each i with 0iN.
Proof. The proof follows essentially the same lines as that of Lemma
5.4, so will be omitted. K
The next two results deal with periodic orbits and equilibria.
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Lemma 5.7. Let u( } ) and v( } ) be any two distinct (that is,
#(u0) & #(v0)=<) periodic solutions of (1.5), (1.6). Then there exists an
integer & such that
V(.&)=& and .& # S if . # #(u0) and  # #(v0).
(5.9)
Each planar projection ?=?i, for 1iN, is one-to-one on the orbits #(u0)
and #(v0), and their images ?(#(u0)) and ?(#(v0)) are disjoint Jordan curves
in R2.
If one of u( } ) or v( } ) is an equilibrium and the other a periodic solution,
or if both are equilibria, then the analogous results, including (5.9), hold.
Proof. We consider only the case that both solutions u( } ) and v( } ) are
periodic.
The proof that ? maps #(u0) and #(v0) homeomorphically onto their
ranges in the plane was given at the end of Section 4. To prove the lemma,
it is enough then to prove (5.9); from this the disjointness of the images
?(#(u0)) and ?(#(v0)) follows directly from the fact that .& # S, hence
?.{? by (4.13), with . and  as in (5.9).
Consider the function W: R2  [0, 1, 2, . . ., ] given by W(t, s)=
V(ut&vs), which has periods T 1 and T 2, respectively in the variables t
and s, where T 1 and T 2 are the periods of the solutions u( } ) and v( } ). We
regard W as a function on the torus S1_S 1, where we take t and s modulo
T 1 and T 2. In particular, the set
1=[(t, s) # S1_S 1 | ut&vs # S]
is of interest. The set 1 is open, and W is constant and finite on each con-
nected component of 1, by Theorem 4.4.
Certainly W(t, s)< for all t, s, by Corollary 4.6. Also, W(t, t+c) is a





for some integer &(c). Theorem 4.3 therefore implies that for each c # R, we
have that (t, t+c) # 1 for all large t. With c fixed but arbitrary, let t=t0
be chosen so that W(t0, t0+c)=&(c), and (t0, t0+c) # 1. Then there exists
a sequence tn  & such that (tn, tn+c)  (t0, t0+c) on the torus
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which implies that W(t, t+c)=&(c) for all t # R. This in turn implies that
(t, t+c) # 1 for all t # R, and hence that 1=S 1_S1. From this fact we
see that &(c) is independent of c, and that the conclusion (5.9) follows
directly. K
Lemma 5.8. There exists an integer & such that
V(.&})=& and .&} # S if . # |(x0) and } # E & |(x0), and .{},
(5.10)
where EC denotes the set of equilibria of (1.5).




Observe by the lower semicontinuity of V that we have V(.&})&(})
for every . # |(x0) with .{}; and if in addition .&} # S, then
V(.&})=&(}), by Theorem 4.4.
Now fix any . # |(x0) with .{}, and let u( } ) denote the solution
through .. We have then V(ut&})&(}) for all t # R. Also, we certainly
have V(ut&})< for all t # R by Corollary 4.6, and moreover this quan-
tity is constant for large t. Thus ut&} # S, and hence V(ut&})=&(}), for
large t. It follows that V(ut&})&(}) for all t # R by Theorem 4.1, and so
we conclude that V(ut&})=&(})< for all t # R. Of course, now it
follows that ut&} # S for all t # R.
To complete the proof of the lemma, we must show that the integer &(})
is independent of the choice of equilibrium. Suppose }1, }2 # E & |(x0) are




In the arguments that follow we attempt to emulate the well-known
proof of the classical Poincare Bendixson theorem, adapting it to our
present situation. While the general approach is familiar, some care must
be taken, and a number of preliminary remarks are therefore in order.
Suppose that AC is a compact invariant set (one thinks specifically of
A=#(.), for . # |(x0)). Suppose also that for some integer & we have
V(&')=& and &' # S if , ' # A and {'.
(5.11)
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Then ?{?' for any such , ', where ?=?i is any one of the maps (3.1),
thus
?: A  ?(A)R2 is a homeomorphism. (5.12)
As the system (1.5) generates a two-sided flow on A, we immediately
obtain an induced (continuous) flow on the compact image ?(A), via ?. We
wish to construct a continuous vector field
F : ?(A)R2  R2, (5.13)
that is, an ODE on ?(A), which this flow satisfies. (Here, and in the follow-
ing discussion, we keep the index i in ?=?i fixed, but arbitrary, with
0iN.)
Take any  # A and let v( } )=v( } , ) denote the solution through , that
is, v0=v0()= and vt=vt() # A. We may differentiate with respect to t
to obtain v* t() # C, and we observe that this point depends continuously
on t # R and  # A. Indeed, this is a straightforward consequence of the fact
that we have a two-sided flow on A, and that the time-one map of the flow
is continuous from C into C1. We therefore have that
v* t=8(vt), where 8: A  C is continuous, (5.14)
with 8 defined by 8()=v* 0(). By the homeomorphism (5.12), then, there
exists a unique continuous map F as in (5.13), for which
?8()=F(?) for all  # A. (5.15)
It follows from this, that for any solution v( } ) with vt # A, the image
!(t)=?vt in R2 satisfies the ODE
!4 (t)=F(!(t)) (5.16)
in the compact subset ?(A) of the plane.
We warn the reader here that although the vector field F is continuous,
there is no assurance that it is Lipschitz, or that initial value problems of
equation (5.16) have unique solutions. On the other hand, for our purposes
this is not a concern. Given any !0 # ?(A), there exists a unique  # A with
?=!0, and a unique solution v( } ) of (1.5) in A with v0=. As noted,
!(t)=?vt then satisfies equation (5.16), with !(0)=!0. Thus, even though
the solutions of (5.16) may not be unique, there is through each !0 # ?(A)
a canonically determined solution !( } ) obtained from the flow on A.
In the next section we shall employ some of the techniques of the proof
of the classical Poincare Bendixson theorem. In particular, if !0 # ?(A) is
such that F(!0){0, then there exists a transversal L to the vector field at
!0, and a first return map R associated to L. Here LR2 is a sufficiently
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small open line segment, with !0 # L, such that the vector F(!){0 is not
parallel to L and points in the same direction across L as does F(!0), for
each ! # L & ?(A). That is, there exists a nonzero vector q # R2 which is
orthogonal to L, such that we have a positive inner product
(q, F(!)) >0 for each ! # L & ?(A). (5.17)
The continuity of F on the compact set ?(A) ensures that such L exists.
The first return map
R: UL & ?(A)  L & ?(A), (5.18)
is defined and continuous on the relatively open set U of points of L & ?(A)
whose trajectories return to L in future time. In this definition of R, we
take only the canonically determined solutions of the previous paragraph,
namely the solutions obtained from the flow on A.
The following result allows us to use the return map R as if it actually
arose from a planar vector field. In particular, this result shows that R is
monotone. Also, under appropriate conditions, the planar images of some
orbits near A cross L in the right direction.
Lemma 5.9. Let AC be a compact invariant set, ?=?i any one of the
maps (3.1), and F: ?(A)  R2 the vector field given by (5.14), (5.15), as
described above. Let !0 # ?(A) be such that F(!0){0, let L be a transversal
through !0, and let R as in (5.18) be the associated first return map. Then
R is strictly monotone, namely
R(!0)<R(! 0) if !0<! 0 with !0, ! 0 # U,
and where < denotes either of the two natural orders on L.
Suppose in addition that A=#(.) for some . # |(x0) for which
:(.) & |(.)=<. Then there exist T>0 and =>0 such that
(q, ?x* ) >0 if ?xt # L, and tT and &?xt&!0&<=, (5.19)
with q as in (5.17). That is, the image ?xt of the trajectory t  xt under ?
crosses the transversal L in the same direction that the vector field F points,
at least near !0 and for large t.
Proof. The proof of the strict monotonicity of R relies on the Jordan
curve theorem. Indeed, with !0<! 0 as stated, consider the corresponding
(canonically determined) solutions !( } ) and ! ( } ) of (5.16) through these
points. Let T, T >0 denote the first return times for these solutions, so that
!(T )=R(!0) and ! (T )=R(! 0), and consider the Jordan curve J comprised
of the arc t  !(t) for t # [0, T] and the line segment [!0, R(!0)]L. We
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have that ! (t)  J for all t in the open interval (0, T ), and so for small =>0
the two points ! (=) and ! (T &=) belong to the same connected component
of R2"J, either to the interior Jint , or to the exterior Jext .
On the other hand, one easily sees, in a completely standard fashion,
that if R(!0)>R(! 0) then ! (=) and ! (T &=) necessarily belong to different
components of R2"J. This is a contradiction, and we conclude from this
that R(!0)<R(! 0), as claimed.
To prove the second part of the lemma, let A=#(.) for some . # |(x0),
for which :(.) & |(.)=<, and suppose that (5.19) fails for arbitrarily
large T and arbitrarily small =. Then there exists a sequence tn   such
that ?xtn # L with ?xt n  !0, but with
(q, ?x* t n) 0. (5.20)
Without loss we may assume that
xt n  ' # |(x0). (5.21)
Letting  # #(.) be such that ?=!0, and letting v( } ) denote the solution
through , we know that
(q, ?v* 0) =(q, F(!0))>0. (5.22)
Now ?'=?=!0, and so '= by Lemma 5.6. However, the convergence
in (5.21) is in C 1, and so from (5.20) we conclude that (q, ?v* 0) 0. This
contradicts (5.22) and proves the result. K
One concern arising from the possible nonuniqueness of solutions of the
ODE (5.16) must be addressed. Namely, we must prove that if !( } ) is a
nonconstant solution (equivalently, that v( } ) is not constant, where
!(t)=?vt), then F(!(t)){0. This is the substance of the following result.
Lemma 5.10. Assume that AC is a compact invariant set for (1.5),
(1.6), and assume that (5.11) holds for some integer &. Then if v( } ) is a solu-
tion in A which is not an equilibrium, we have for the derivative that
?v* t{0, hence F(!(t)){0,
where !(t)=?vt and F is as above in (5.14), (5.15).
Proof. For each t # R we have that
V(=&1(vt+=&vt))=V(vt+=&vt)=&
for all small =>0, by (5.11), and therefore V(v* t)& by the lower semicon-
tinuity of V, but with equality when v* t # S, by Theorem 4.4. As in the proof
of Lemma 5.4, one has that v* t # S as for all large |t|, and hence that
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V(v* t)=& and v* t # S for all t # R. (Of course we use throughout the fact that
v* ( } ) satisfies the linear variational equation, which is a signed cyclic feed-
back system.) By (4.13) then, v* t # S implies that ?v* t{0, as desired. K
6. The Proof of the Poincare Bendixson Theorem
We now use the results of the previous section, together with planar
arguments in the style of the classical Poincare Bendixson theorem, to
prove Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 6.1. Let . # |(x0), and let u( } ) denote the solution through ..
Assume that u( } ) is not periodic. Then either :(.) _ |(.)E, or else
:(.) & |(.)=<.
Proof. With u( } ) the solution through some . # |(x0), assume that u( } )
is not periodic, and that either :(.) or |(.) contains a non-equilibrium
point. For definiteness assume there exists  # |(.) which is not an equi-
librium, and let v( } ) denote the solution through . We shall show that
:(.) & |(.)=..
By virtue of Lemma 5.4, we may construct a continuous vector field
(5.13) on the set ?(A), where A=#(.) and ?=?i is any one of the planar
projection functions (it does not matter which one). The flow of our system
(1.5) on A is mapped homeomorphically by ? onto the corresponding flow
on ?(A), and satisfies the ODE (5.16) as described in the previous section.
Let !0=?. Then F(!0){0 by Lemma 5.10, as  is not an equilibrium.
We may therefore construct a transversal L to the vector field F at !0, with
an associated return map R, as in (5.18), defined and strictly monotone on
UL & ?(A), by Lemma 5.9.
Now let `(t)=?ut . Because  # |(.)=|(u0), the point !0=? belongs
to the omega-limit set of the orbit `( } ). Necessarily `(t) # L for infinitely
many t as t  ; in fact there exist tn   such that `n # L and
R(`n)=`n+1, where we denote `n=`(tn). Because the solution u( } ), and
hence `( } ), is assumed not to be periodic, it follows that `n{`n+1, and so
necessarily `n is a strictly monotone sequence. In addition, as !0 belongs to
the omega-limit set of `( } ), we must have the limit `n  !0.
For any m consider the Jordan curve Jm comprised of the arc t  `(t) for
t # [tm, tm+1], together with the line segment [`m, `m+1]L. The set Jm
so defined is certainly a Jordan curve, in particular because the map
t  `(t) is one-to-one on R. Moreover, the point `(t), for t in the two inter-
vals (&, tm) and (tm+1, ), lies in different connected components (the
interior J mint and exterior J
m
ext , or vice versa) of R
2 "Jm.
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Assume for definiteness that `(t) # J mext for t<t
m, and that `(t) # J mint for
t>tm+1. Then we certainly have that
?(:(.))J mext and ?(|(.))J
m
int.
Now take any point ' # :(.) & |(.) and let w( } ) denote the solution
through this point; then wt # :(.) & |(.) and so




for all t # R. However, (6.1) cannot hold for all t, in view of the definition
of Jm as a segment of the orbit `( } ), and a line segment [`m, `m+1] of
the transversal L. With this contradiction, the proof of Lemma 6.1 is
complete. K
Proposition 6.2. Let . # |(x0), and let u( } ) denote the solution through
.. Then either u( } ) is periodic, or else :(.) _ |(.)E.
Proof. Assume that u( } ), as in the statement of the proposition, is not
periodic, and also that either :(.) or |(.) (say |(.), for definiteness) con-
tains a non-equilibrium point. Then :(.) & |(.)=< by Lemma 6.1.
Observe here that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.6 are satisfied; we shall use
this result later in our proof.
Fix a non-equilibrium point  # |(.), let v( } ) denote the solution
through that point, denote !0=?, and let L denote a transversal through
!0, with return map R, for the planar vector field F, just as in the proof of
Lemma 6.1. As in that proof, we have a strictly monotone sequence
`n # UL with R(`n)=`n+1 and `n  !0, where `n=`(tn) for some tn  ,
where `(t)=?ut .
Consider in addition the curve traced out in R2 by ?xt , for large t. For
any fixed m let Jm denote the Jordan curve in the proof of Lemma 6.1. In
particular, fix m large enough that &`m&!0&<=, where = is as in (5.19), in
the statement of Lemma 5.9. The points `m&1 and `m+2 lie in different
connected components of R"Jm, and, as
`m&1, `m+2 # ?(#(.))?(|(x0)),
it follows that ?xt gets arbitrarily close both to `m&1 and to `m+2 as t  .
In particular, the curve ?xt must cross Jm at arbitrarily large t, and must
enter both Jmint and J
m
ext infinitely often for arbitrarily large t.
By Lemma 5.6, there exists T>0 such that if tT, then ?xt  ?(#(.)).
Thus if ?xt # Jm for such t, necessarily ?xt # (`m, `m+1)L. Also, by
Lemma 5.9 and our choice of m, for large t the curve ?xt always crosses
L in the same direction that F(!0) points, at least when it crosses the line
segment (`m, `m+1). However, this is impossible as ?xt enters and leaves
each component of R"Jm infinitely often for arbitrarily large t. With this
contradiction the proposition is proved. K
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Proposition 6.3. Suppose that |(x0) contains a (nonconstant) periodic
orbit, say #(.)|(x0) for some . # |(x0). Then in fact |(x0)=#(.) is a
single periodic orbit.
Proof. With . as in the statement of the proposition, assume that
#(.){|(x0). Let UC be a neighborhood of the orbit #(.) such that
U & E=< (that is, U contains no equilibria), and such that |(x0) is not
a subset of U .
We shall first construct a second periodic orbit in |(x0), say
#()|(x0), distinct from #(.), such that #()U . To do this, first
observe that since U contains some, but not all of |(x0), the trajectory xt
repeatedly enters and leaves the set U as t  ; in fact there exist intervals
In=[tn, tn+{n] such that xt # U for all t # In, with xtn # U, and with
tn   and the lengths of the intervals {n  . By taking a convergent
subsequence xt n   # |(x0), we obtain a point  # U such that the solu-
tion v( } ) through  satisfies vt # U for all t0. Necessarily |(v0)U , and
so |(v0) & E=<. By Proposition 6.2, therefore, the solution v( } ) is a non-
constant periodic solution. Also, v( } ) is distinct from the periodic solution
through ., as v0 # U, while #(.)U and so #(.) & U=<. Observe that
from the periodicity, the solution v( } ) satisfies vt # U for all t0, hence for
t # R, that is, #()U .
In a similar fashion, by reducing the size of the neighborhood U of #(.)
so that the orbit #() constructed above now lies outside of U, a third
periodic orbit #('), distinct from both #(.) and #(), can be shown to exist.
The images ?(#(.)), ?(#()), and ?(#(')) of these three orbits are dis-
joint Jordan curves, by Lemma 5.7. Moreover, by choosing the neighbor-
hoods U in the above construction sufficiently small, we ensure that the
Hausdorff distance between the three orbits is small enough that these
Jordan curves are nested in the sense that (after possibly relabeling the
points ., , ') we have that
J1J 2int and J
2J3int , where
J 1=?(#(.)), J2=?(#()), J3=?(#(')),
where as usual Jint denote the interior of a Jordan curve J.
In order to obtain a contradiction and so complete the proof, we shall
show that ?xt  J2 for all large t. This contradicts the fact that ?xt passes
arbitrarily near the innermost and outermost curves J1 and J3, for
arbitrarily large t, and hence must repeatedly cross the middle curve J2 as
t  .
Let u( } ) and v( } ) denote the solutions through . and  respectively,
and let & denote the integer in the statement of Lemma 5.7 for these two
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solutions. Then as us&vt # S for all s, t # R, there exists a neighborhood
WC1 in the C1 topology, with #(.)W, such that
/&vt # S and V(/&vt)=& for all / # W and t # R.
Whenever {0 is such that x{ # W, then V(x{&vt)=& for all t. Because
#(.)|(x0), there exist arbitrarily large such {, and it follows therefore
that there exists {0 such that
V(xs&vt)=& for all s{0 and t # R. (6.2)
We conclude immediately from (6.2) and Theorem 4.3 that xs&vt # S for
all s{0+4 and t # R, and hence that
?xs  ?(#()) for all s{0+4, (6.3)
using (4.13). But (6.3) says simply that ?xs  J 2 for all large s, as desired.
With this, the proof of the proposition is complete. K
With the above results, we now give the proof of Theorem 2.1, the
Poincare Bendixson theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The claim that either (a) or (b) in the statement
of the theorem occurs, follows directly from Propositions 6.2 and 6.3. All
that remains, therefore, is to prove that each planar projection function
?=?i is one-to-one on the omega-limit set |(x0).
Assume that (b) in the statement of the theorem holds; otherwise, if
(a) holds, then |(x0) is a single periodic orbit, and we are done by the
remarks at the end of Section 4. Let & denote the integer in the statement
of Lemma 5.8. We shall show that
V(.&)=& if .,  # |(x0) and .{. (6.4)
From this it follows that .& # S for all such ., , using Theorem 4.3,
and hence that ?.{? by (4.13), as desired.
Let .,  # |(x0) be distinct points. We may assume without loss that 
is not an equilibrium, otherwise (6.4) follows from Lemma 5.8. Let u( } )
denote the solution through ., and let tn   be such that xtn  .
Assume without loss that {n   also, where {n=tn+1&tn. Then using the
lower semicontinuity and the monotonicity of V, we have that
V(.&)lim inf
n  
V(u0&xtn + 1)lim inf
n  
V(u&{n&xt n). (6.5)
Because :(u0)E, and because xtn approaches a non-equilibrium point 
in the C1 topology, we have from Lemma 5.8 that u&{n&xt n # S and that
V(u&{n&xtn)=& for all large n. With (6.5) this proves that V(.&)&.
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Suppose now that V(.&)<& for some distinct .,  # |(x0). We shall
obtain a contradiction, to complete our proof. By replacing . and  with
u{ and v{ for sufficiently large {, where u( } ) and v( } ) denote the solutions
through . and  respectively, we may assume without loss that .& # S.
Again let tn   with xtn  , and {n=tn+1&tn  . Because .& # S,
we have for large n that
V(u{ n&xtn + 1)V(u0&xt n)=V(.&)<&. (6.6)
On the other hand, by passing to a subsequence in (6.6) for which u{ n  },
where } # |(u0)E is an equilibrium, we obtain using the lower semicon-
tinuity of V that V(}&)<&. However, this contradicts Lemma 5.8, and
so completes the proof of the theorem. K
7. Further Results on Periodic Solutions
In this section we explore further properties of periodic solutions of (1.5),
(1.6). Recall that a unidirectional system is one of the form (2.1). More
generally, for some i we say that the nonlinearity f i in the system (1.5) is
unidirectional in case f i (', !, `) depends only on its last two arguments, !
and `, that is, if the equation for x* i (t) in (1.5) has the form
x* i (t)=f i (xi (t), xi+1(t)).
The nonlinearity f 0 is always unidirectional in (1.5), while each of the
remaining f i, for 1iN, may or may not be unidirectional. If f i is
unidirectional for each i with 0iN, so that the system (1.5) takes the
form (2.1), we say simply that this system is unidirectional.
The next result shows that for periodic solutions, the coordinate xi ( } )
has one local minimum, and one local maximum per period whenever f i is
unidirectional.
Theorem 7.1. Assume for some i, with 0iN, that the nonlinearity f i
is unidirectional, and let x( } ) be a nonconstant periodic solution of (1.5),
(1.6), of minimum period T. Then for t # [0, T ), the coordinate xi ( } ) assumes
each value in its range exactly twice, except for the maximum and minimum
which are each assumed exactly once. In particular, there exist times
t0<t1<t0+T such that
xi (t0)<xi (t)<xi (t1) and x* i (t)>0 for t0<t<t1,
(7.1)
xi (t0)<xi (t)<xi (t1) and x* i (t)<0 for t1<t<t0+T,
and so xi ( } ) is strictly increasing from its minimum to its maximum, and
strictly decreasing from its maximum to its minimum.
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Proof. We observe that our hypotheses ensure that the map
1 i (xi, xi+1)=(xi, f i (xi, xi+1))
is a diffeomorphism from R2 onto its range in R2 ; therefore, the map
t # [0, T)  1 (?ixt)=1 i (xi (t), xi+1(t))=(xi (t), x* i (t)) (7.2)
is one-to-one and describes a Jordan curve in the plane. Note also that
(7.2) is an immersion, that is, (x* i (t), x i (t)){(0, 0) for all t. This is a simple
consequence of the fact that (x* i (t), x* i+1(t)){(0, 0) for all t, that is,
t  ?ixt is an immersion, as was noted at the end of Section 4, and the fact
that 1i is a diffeomorphism.
Let t0<t1<t0+T be such that
xi (t0)=min
t # R
xi (t), xi (t1)=max
t # R
xi (t).
We note that it is sufficient to prove the slightly weaker version of (7.1),
namely that
xi (t0)<xi (t)<xi (t1) and x* i (t)0 for t0<t<t1,
(7.3)
xi (t0)<xi (t)<xi (t1) and x* i (t)0 for t1<t<t0+T,
since whenever x* i (t)=0 we have that x i (t){0.
Suppose then (7.3) fails; to be specific, suppose that the first line in (7.3)
is false. Then by Sard's theorem there exists ! # (xi (t0), xi (t1)) such that !
is a regular value of xi ( } ) in (t0, t1), that is,
x* i (t){0 whenever xi (t)=! and t # (t0, t1),
and such that xi (t*)=! with x* i (t*)<0 for some such t=t*. Let such ! be
fixed. Consider those (finitely many) t # (t0, t1) for which xi (t)=! and
x* i (t)>0; necessarily there exists more than one such t, at least one on
either side of t*. Denote
P=[(!, x* (t)) # R2 | xi (t)=! and x* i (t)>0, where t # (t0, t1)].
Let t2, t3 # (t0, t1), with t2<t3 be such that xi (ti)=! and x* i (ti)>0 for i=2,
3, and such that the open line segment joining (!, x* i (t2)) and (!, x* i (t3))
contains no points of P; denote this line segment by LR2. Then the
union J=K _ L, where K is the image of t # [t2, t3]  (xi (t), x* i (t)), is a
Jordan curve. It is easily seen that the curve (xi (t), x* i (t)) lies in different
connected components of R"J for t # [t0, t2) and for t # (t3, t1]. But this is
impossible, as both the points (xi (tj ), x* i (tj ))=(xi (tj ), 0), for j=0, 1,
corresponding to the minimum and maximum of xi ( } ), lie in the exterior
of Jext , and we have (xi (t), x* i (t))  J for t # [t0, t2) _ (t3, t1]. This con-
tradiction completes the proof. K
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The next result shows that if the nonlinearity in (1.5), (1.6) is odd,
then periodic solutions which oscillate about zero enjoy a corresponding
symmetry property.
Theorem 7.2. Assume all nonlinearities f i in (1.5), (1.6) are odd, that is
f 0(&!, &`)#&f 0(!, `),
f i (&', &!, &`)#&f i (', !, `), for 1iN,
and let x( } ) be any nonconstant periodic solution of (1.5). Assume that
x0(t)=0 for some t # R; then
xi (t+T2)=&xi (t) for all t # R and 0iN, (7.4)
where T is the minimum period of x( } ). If the system (1.5) is unidirectional
and the origin 0 # RN is the only equilibrium of (1.5), then all nonconstant
periodic solutions of (1.5) satisfy (7.4) for their minimum periods T.
Before proving Theorem 7.2, we need to explore the relation between the
Jordan curves ?i (#(.)) where #(.) is a periodic orbit, and the points ?i}
where } is an equilibrium. The next result calculates the winding number
of these Jordan curves about such points.
Proposition 7.3. Let x( } ) be a nonconstant periodic solution of (1.5),
(1.6), of minimum period T, and let } # C be an equilibrium of this system.
Let Wi (x&}) denote the winding number of the curve
t # [0, T)  ?i (xt&})=(xi (t)&}i, xi+1(t)&}i+1) # R2
about 0 # R2. Let
M={01
if x0(t){}0 for all t # R,
if x0(t)=}0 for some t # R.
Then we have that
Wi (x&})=$iM for 0iN.
If moreover M=1, then the constant value V(xt&}) is positive. Finally, if
M=1 and if f i is unidirectional for some i, then xi (t)=}i for exactly two
values of t # [0, T), and x* i (t){0 when xi (t)=}i for this i.
Before proving Proposition 7.3, and then Theorem 7.2, we include for
completeness the following easy corollary of Proposition 7.3, which is
essentially found in [MP-Sm]. Interestingly, the analog of this result for
the general (bidirectional) case seems not to be know.
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Corollary 7.4. Consider the unidirectional system (2.1), satisfying
(1.6), and let x( } ) be a nonconstant periodic solution of this system. Then
there exists an equilibrium } such that we have for the winding number
Wi (x&})=$i for 0iN. (7.5)
Proof. Let I iR denote the range of the coordinate function xi ( } ), for
0iN+1. We include here xN+1(t)=x0(t&1), and so I N+1=I 0. We
first show for each ! # I i, with 0iN, that there exists ' # I i+1 such that
f i (!, ')=0. Indeed, given ! # I i, there exist times t0, t1 such that
(&1) j x* i (t j )0 and xi (tj )=!, for j=0, 1, and so (&1) j f i (!, xi+1(t j ))0.
Thus f i (!, } ) assumes both nonnegative and nonpositive values on I i+1, so
f i (!, ')=0 for some ' # I i+1.
The strict monotonicity conditions (1.6) now imply that such ' is unique
and depends continuously on !; let us denote '=hi (!), so that hi: I i  I i+1
is continuous, with f i (!, hi (!))=0 for all ! # I i. Now consider the compo-
sition
h: I0  I 0 given by h=hN b hN&1 b } } } b h0.
Then h has a fixed point in I0. One easily sees that such a point yields an
equilibrium, and using Proposition 7.3 one sees that (7.5) holds. K
The following construction plays a key role in the proof of Proposition
7.3. Consider the map
*: C(K)  C[&1, N+1]
given by linearly interpolating a function between the points of
K _ [N+1]. Namely, for each . # C(K), first set
*(.)(%)={.(%)$*.(&1)
for % # K,
for %=N+1,
(7.6)
and then interpolate to get
*(.)(%)=(i+1&%) *(.)(i)+(%&i) *(.)(i+1)
for i%i+1 and 0iN. (7.7)
Observe how $* enters into the formula for *. More properly, one should
speak of the two functions so defined, *\, where \ is the sign of $*.
Below, we shall simply write *, the value of $* having been fixed.
Now suppose that x: R  RN+1 is a C1 function (not necessarily a solu-
tion), and satisfies xt # SC1 for all t # R. For example, x( } ) could be the
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difference between a periodic solution and an equilibrium of (1.5). We are
interested in the geometry of the zero set
Z(x)=[(t, %) # R_[&1, N+1] | *(xt)(%)=0].
As the following result shows, the set Z(x) consists of certain discrete cur-
ves given as graphs %=(t) over certain intervals of t. K
Proposition 7.5. Let x: R  RN+1 be C1 and satisfy xt # S for all t # R.
Then each connected component of the set Z(x) is a graph
%=(t), t # I, (7.8)
of a continuous function : I  [&1, N+1] over some closed interval I. The
function  satisfies
(a) (t)=&1 if and only if t is the right-hand endpoint of I (if such
exists);
(b) (t)=N+1 if and only if t is the left-hand endpoint of I (if such
exists);
(c) if (t0)0 then
(t)=&(t&t0)+(t0)
is linear with slope &1 for all t such that &(t&t0)+(t0) # [&1, 0];
(d) if (t0)0 then (t)>(t0) for all t # I with t<t0 ;
(e) if the interval I is unbounded in the positive direction, then
x0(t){0 for all large t; and similarly if I is unbounded in the negative direc-
tion, then x0(t){0 for all negative t of large norm; finally,
(f) the function *(xt)(%) changes sign across the graph of .
In addition, we have that
(g) whenever x0(t&1){0, then the quantity V(xt) is precisely the
number of zeros
V(xt)=card[% # [&1, N+1] | *(xt)(%)=0]; (7.9)
and also
(h) if 0iN, then for each t there exists at most one point
(t, %) # Z(x) with i%i+1.
Proof. The proof is fairly elementary, and consists mainly in considering
(t0, %0) # Z(x), and examining the structure of the set Z(x) near that point,
of course using the definition of the set S. To begin, let (t0, %0) # Z(x), where
i<%0<i+1 for some integer i with 0iN. Necessarily both *(xt)(i) and
*(xt)(i+1) are nonzero with opposite signs for t near t0, for otherwise
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which is a quantity strictly between i and i+1, and is the only point of
Z(x) near %0, for t near t0. Now suppose that %0=i is an integer with
1iN. Then the two quantities *(xt 0)(i\1) are nonzero and have
opposite signs, again because xt0 # S (recall here the definition (4.11) of S i).
One obtains (t) using either (7.10), or else (7.10) with i&1 replacing i,
depending on the sign of *(xt)(i). The function  is easily seen to be
continuous.
Now suppose %0 # [&1, 0). Then x0(t0+%0)=0. In this case Z(x) is
given locally by the graph
%=&(t&t0)+%0 for tt0+%0+1 near t0,
since xt(%)=x0(t+%) is given by time-translation and all zeros of x0( } ) are
simple, hence isolated. If %0=0, then the fact that the sign of x0(t) nearby
is given by the condition that $0x* 0(t)x1(t)>0 (from the definition of the
set S0 in (4.12)), implies that Z(x) is again locally a graph. Finally sup-
pose that %0=N+1, so x0(t0&1)=0. We know from the definition of
the set S &1 in (4.12) that $NxN(t0)x* 0(t0&1)<0, that is, *(xt)(N) and
*(x* t)(N+1) are nonzero and have opposite signs for t near t0. As *(xt)(%)
is given by linear interpolation for % between N and N+1, we obtain
locally the set Z(x) as graph %=(t), but only for tt0, with
(t0)=N+1 and (t)<N+1 for t>t0 near t0.
At this point, we see from the above discussion that each connected com-
ponent of Z(x) is a graph (7.8), and that (a), (b), (c), and (d) have been
proved. We note here in all these cases that *(xt)(%) changes sign across
the graph of , that is, (f) in the statement of the proposition holds. We
also note, from the definitions of V and *, that (g) holds, and that (h)
follows from the definition of *, in particular from the linear interpolation
formula (7.7).
We now prove the claim (e). Suppose that I is unbounded in the positive
direction, but that there exist tn   with x0(tn)=0. Then for each n there
is a curve n: I n  [&1, N+1] in Z(x) with n(tn+1)=N+1, where
tn+1 is the left-hand endpoint of I n. As the graphs of  and n in R2 are
disjoint, it follows that
In=[tn, ) for large n, (7.11)
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for otherwise the graph of n would have to cross the graph of  to reach
the line %=&1. Indeed, as the graphs of all the n are pairwise disjoint,
(7.11) forces the right-hand side of (7.9) to approach infinity as t  . But
this is a contradiction as we know that V(xt) is locally constant, hence con-
stant in t, as xt # S. A similar argument proves the claim (e) for the
negative direction.
With these arguments the proof of the proposition is complete. K
Remark. Suppose that x: R  RN+1 is as in Proposition 7.5, and that in
addition the coordinate function x0( } ) has a bi-infinite set of zeros
[tn]n=& , ordered so that t
n<tn+1 for all n # Z. Then (e) of Proposi-
tion 7.5 implies that for each of the curves (7.8) comprising Z(x) the
interval I is compact, and (using (a) and (b)) one sees both endpoints of
I are points in the set [tn+1]n=& . In fact, each t
n+1 occurs exactly
once as a left endpoint and exactly once as a right endpoint, as the graphs
of the various  are disjoint. This implies there exists a unique integer
&>0, such that for each n # Z there is a function
n : I n=[tn&&+1, tn+1]  [&1, N+1] (7.12)
satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 7.5. The graphs (7.12) are disjoint,
so
n(t)<n+1(t) for t # In & I n+1, (7.13)
and Z(x) is precisely the union of the graphs (7.12). Finally, from (7.9),
the constant value of V here is simply V(xt)=& for all t.
We are interested in how the curves
t  ?ixt=(xi (t), xi+1(t)) (7.14)
wind around the origin in the plane, when x( } ) is as in the above proposi-
tion. In particular, we are interested in the case that x( } ) is periodic. Cer-
tainly, (7.14) does not meet the origin, as xt # S. Therefore, if x( } ) is peri-
odic, there is defined the winding number W i (x) of the curve (7.14) about
the origin. The following result gives an explicit calculation of this quantity.
Proposition 7.6. Let x: R  RN+1 be as in the statement of Proposition
7.5, and also be periodic of period T>0. Then the winding number of the
map (7.14) about the origin, for 0tT, is given by
Wi (x)=$iM for 0iN (7.15)
where M is defined by
card[t # [0, T ) | x0(t)=0]=2M, (7.16)
and is an integer.
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Proof. Fix %<% in [&1, N+1], and consider the map
t  (*(xt)(%), *(xt)(% )) # R2. (7.17)
Proposition 7.5 implies there exists :>0 such that the range of (7.17) does
not contain the origin if % &%:. Indeed, it is sufficient to choose : less
than the minimum of the vertical separation n+1(t)&n(t) of the various
curves comprising Z(x), over all t for which this is defined. Also observe
that if % and % both belong to the same interval [i, i+1], where 0iN,
then the range of (7.17) does not contain the origin, no matter what the
value of % %, by (h) of Proposition 7.5. In either case the winding number
of (7.17), with respect to the origin, for 0tT, is defined. Denote this
quantity by W(%, % ) and note that from (7.6) that
W(i, i+1)=$iWi (x) for 0iN. (7.18)
The quantity W(%, % ) is locally constant in (%, % ) where defined, by the
homotopy property. Set
1=[(%, % ) # [&1, N+1]_[&1, N+1] | %<% , and either
% &%:, or %, % # [i, i+1] for some i with 0iN],
with : as above. Then W(%, % ) is defined for all (%, % ) # 1, and is constant
on each connected component of 1. We easily see that 1 is connected, and
therefore that the winding numbers (7.18) are independent of i, as each
(i, i+1) # 1. Thus it is sufficient to prove (7.15) only in the case i=0, that
is, to show that W0(x)=$0M, or equivalently, that
W(0, 1)=M. (7.19)
The proof of (7.19) now follows from some easy observations connected
with the definition of the set S, and in particular with the definition (4.12)
of S 0. For simplicity assume that $0=1. Then xt # SS 0 for all t, and this
implies that whenever the curve
t  (x0(t), x1(t)) (7.20)
touches the vertical axis x0=0, then it crosses transversely from left to
right if x1>0 and from right to left if x1<0. The curve (7.20) moreover
does not pass through the origin. It is now fairly easy to see (we omit the
details) that this implies the quantity (7.16) is even, and that the winding
number of (7.20) is M. This establishes (7.19) and completes the proof. K
Proposition 7.3 is now easily proved using the above result.
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Proof of Proposition 7.3. With x( } ) and } as in the statement of
Proposition 7.3, we certainly have that xt&} # S for all t # R, and so we
may apply Proposition 7.6 to the difference x( } )&}.
Indeed, if x0(t){}0 for all t, then M=0 in (7.16) (with x0(t)&}0
replacing x0(t)), and so Wi (x&})=0 for each i, as desired.
Now suppose that x0(t)=}0 for some t, so that M in (7.16) is positive.
Because the nonlinearity f 0 is unidirectional, Theorem 7.1 implies that
2M2, and hence M=1. Thus Wi (x&})=$i for each i, again as desired.
In this case we must also prove that V(xt&})>0. Suppose that
V(xt&})=0; then sc(xt&})=0 for all t, and we can assume without loss
that xt(%)&}0 for all t # R and % # K. In particular, x0(t)&}00 for all
t. Proposition 7.6, applied to x( } )&}, implies that x0(t)=}0 exactly twice
(as M=1) in [0, T ). And Theorem 7.1 implies that }0 is neither the
minimum nor the maximum of x0( } ); in particular, x0(t)<}0 for some t,
a contradiction.
We must prove the final sentence in the statement of Proposition 7.3 to
complete the proof. Suppose that M=1 and that f i is unidirectional for
some i. Necessarily }i belongs to the range of xi ( } ), otherwise we would
have Wi (x&})=0, a contradiction. Theorem 7.1 ensures that the value }i
is assumed by xi ( } ) at most twice per period. To complete the proof of the
proposition, therefore, it is clearly sufficient to show that x* i (t){0 when-
ever xi (t)=}i. Suppose to the contrary, that xi (t)=}i and x* i (t)=0 for
some t. We have
0=x* i (t)=f i (xi (t), xi+1(t))=f i (}i, xi+1(t)),
and also f i (}i, }i+1)=0 for the equilibrium }. Therefore, the strict
monotonicity of f i in its final argument implies that xi+1(t)=}i+1. But
then
?ixt=(xi (t), xi+1(t))=(}i, }i+1)=?i}
for this value of t, contradicting Lemma 5.7. K
Let us now prove Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let T denote the minimum period of x( } ), and
consider the set J=?0(#(x0)), that is,
J=[(x0(t), x1(t)) # R2 | t # [0, T )],
which is a Jordan curve. As &x(t) also satisfies (1.5), one has by Lemma
5.7 that either J & (&J)=<, or else J=&J, where
&J=[(&x0(t), &x1(t)) # R2 | t # [0, T )].
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By assumption x0(t)=0 for some t, and so by Proposition 7.3 we have that
Wi (x)=$i {0, and so the curves J and &J both enclose the origin (0, 0)
in their interiors. It thus follows that J=&J. But this now implies, with
Lemma 5.7, that the solution &x( } ) is simply a time translate of the solu-
tion x( } ), say &x(t)=x(t+{) for all t # R, for some {. This immediately
implies (7.4).
In case (1.5) is unidirectional and 0 # RN+1 is the only equilibrium,
Corollary 7.4 implies that J and &J must contain (0, 0) in their interiors.
The proof in this case proceeds as before. K
8. Rapidly Oscillations are Unstable
In this section we show that, at least for unidirectional systems, the more
rapidly a periodic solution oscillates (as measured by the Lyapunov func-
tion V), the more unstable the solution is. In particular, we have the
following result.
Theorem 8.1. Let x( } ) be a nonconstant periodic solution of the unidirec-
tional system (2.1), with monotonicity conditions (1.6). Let } be any equi-
librium of (2.1) for which Wi (x&}){0 for some (and hence every) i. (Such
} exists by Corollary 7.4.) Then
dim W cu(x( } ))V(xt&})+1,
where W cu(x( } )) denotes the center-unstable manifold of the solution x( } ),
and where, of course, the quantity V(xt&})+1 is constant in time.
Remark. As will be explained below, we also obtain the lower bound
dim W cu(x( } ))V(xt&}), (8.1)
provided a certain equality conjectured in [MP-Se1] holds.
Remark. If }=0 is an equilibrium, and if the feedback $*=&1 is
negative, then we may define a slowly oscillating periodic solution to be a
periodic solution for which V(xt)=1. This definition, in the scalar case,
agrees with the usual one of a solution with zeros separated by at least 1
(the delay), and which repeats after two zeros (here Theorem 7.1 is used).
For a slowly oscillating periodic solution, Theorem 8.1 says that x( } )
has at most one characteristic multiplier + with |+|1, in addition to
the trivial multiplier +=1. See [Wa2], [Wa3], [Wa4], and [Wa5] for
this result in the scalar case, and also [Ch-Di-MP], [Ch-Wa], and
[Iv-LW-Wa].
Theorem 8.1 is an immediate consequence of the following two results.
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Proposition 8.2. Let x( } ) and } be as in the statement of Theorem 8.1.
Then we have that
V(xt&})=V(x* t).
Proposition 8.3. Let x( } ) be a nonconstant periodic solution of the
system (1.5), (1.6). Then
dim W cu(x( } ))V(x* t)+1. (8.2)
Clearly, Theorem 8.1 follows from Propositions 8.2 and 8.3. Observe that
the conclusion of Proposition 8.3 holds even if the system (1.5), (1.6) is not
unidirectional; however, for Proposition 8.2, and hence for Theorem 8.1,
we need to assume that system is unidirectional.
The proof of Proposition 8.2 will be given below. Proposition 8.3 follows
directly from earlier results of the authors, in particular from [MP-Se1,
Theorem 3.1]. We shall first describe these results, and show how they
yield Proposition 8.3.
As was shown in [MP-Se1, Theorem 3.1], the Lyapunov function V
gives quite precise information about the Floquet multipliers of signed
cyclic feedback systems (4.1), (4.2), which are linear, and are also periodic
in t. Such systems arise as variational equations about periodic solutions of
our feedback system (1.5). To be precise, consider a system (4.1) in which
gi (t, ', !, `)=ai (t) '+ci (t) !+bi (t) `, (8.3)
with T-periodic coefficients ai ( } ), bi ( } ), ci ( } ), which satisfy
ai (t)0 and $ibi (t)>0, (8.4)
for 0iN and all t. Thus, the feedback inequalities (4.2) hold. Let
P=[ |+| | + # C"[0] is a Floquet multiplier of (4.1), (8.3), (8.4)]
denote the set of norms of all Floquet multipliers. Then each \ # P has a
uniquely determined integer J(\) associated to it, where
V(.)=J(\) for all . # G\(t)"[0].
Here G\(t), at any initial time t, denotes the span of all generalized Floquet
subspaces with multipliers + satisfying |+|=\. It was also shown in
[MP-Se1, Theorem 3.1] that
J(\1)J(\2) whenever \1<\2 with \1, \2 # P,
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that is, the unstable spaces correspond to smaller values of the Lyapunov







was shown, and based on analogous results for ODE's [MP-Sm],
equality in (8.5) was conjectured. (Equality in (8.5) was proved for (4.1) in
[MP-Se1], when this system is autonomous.)
Now let x( } ) be a nonconstant periodic solution of the monotone cyclic
feedback system (1.5), (1.6), and let (4.1), (8.3), denote the linear varia-
tional equation of (1.5) for this solution. The multipliers + are thus the
characteristic multipliers, and we always have the trivial multiplier +=1.
The result (8.5) gives the upper bound (8.2) for the dimension of the
center-unstable manifold of x( } ) in terms of the constant quantity V(x* t).
Indeed, let &0 be such that (&1)&=$*, and sum (8.5) over all integers




Now let & be the value of V(x* t). Because x* ( } ) is a solution of the linear
variational equation corresponding to \=|+|=1, this means that J(1)=&.
Consider now a characteristic multiplier + with \=|+|1, that is, a
characteristic multiplier corresponding to the center-unstable manifold of
x( } ). Then J(\)J(1)=&, so the corresponding Floquet subspace is coun-
ted in the sum (8.6). One sees that, counting multiplicity, there are at most
&+1 such characteristic multipliers +, including the trivial multiplier +=1,
and thus the desired inequality (8.2) holds. This establishes Proposition 8.3.
If, as is conjectured in [MP-Se1], we have equality in (8.5) and hence
in (8.6), then a lower bound for the instability dimension is also obtained.
Every integer &~ <&, with (&1)&~ =$* and where &=V(x* t), gives rise to a
term or terms on the left-hand side of (8.6) corresponding to some \>1.
For the integer &, there is at most one characteristic multiplier +, in addi-
tion to the trivial multiplier, for which J(\)=&, with \=|+|. However, one
does not know whether \1 or \<1 for this multiplier. This implies that
there are at least & characteristic multipliers + (including the trivial multi-
plier) for which |+|1, and so
dim W cs(x( } ))&=V(x* t),
which, with Proposition 8.2, yields (8.1).
We complete this section, and the proof of Theorem 8.1, by giving the
proof of Proposition 8.2.
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Proof of Proposition 8.2. Let x( } ) and } be as in the statement of the
proposition, and let T>0 denote the minimum period of x( } ). Let & and
&~ denote the quantities
V(xt&})=& and V(x* t)=&~ for t # R,
which we know exist by Theorem 4.1. We must show that &=&~ .
For simplicity of notation, assume without loss that }=0. First note that
&>0 by Proposition 7.3. Also note that &~ >0; if not, then sc(x* t)=0, so
either x* i (t)0 for all i and t, or else x* i (t)0 for all i and t, both of which
are impossible as x( } ) is periodic. Of course, xt # S and x* t # S both hold for
all t. We wish to consider the zero sets Z(x) and Z(x* ), and to this end,
we denote the zeros of x0( } ) and of x* 0( } ) respectively by
[t # R | x0(t)=0]=[tn]n=& , [t # R | x*
0(t)=0]=[t~ n]n=& ,
where we may assume that
} } } <tn<t~ n<tn+1<t~ n+1< } } } , (8.7)
and also that
tn+2=tn+T and t~ n+2=t~ n+T,
by Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.3. Note that here we are using the
assumption that the system is unidirectional. Following Proposition 7.5
and the discussion immediately thereafter, there exist functions n as in
(7.12), the graphs of which are disjoint (7.13) and comprise the set Z(x).
Similarly there exist functions
 n : I n=[t~ n&&~ +1, t~ n+1]  [&1, N+1],
(8.8)
 n(t)< n+1(t) for t # I n & I n+1,
satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 7.5 for the set Z(x* ). Note that the
functions n and  n are so labeled that
n(tn)= n(t~ n)=0, (8.9)
(recall (a) and (c) of Proposition 7.5) and that necessarily
n+2(t)=n(t&T ) for t # In+2,
 n+2(t)= n(t&T ) for t # I n+2.
We note again from Theorem 7.1 that xi ( } ) and x* i ( } ) each equal zero
exactly twice per period, and also that
(xi (t), x* i (t)){(0, 0) for all t, for 0iN. (8.10)
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We use these facts to conclude that n(t)=i, for exactly one t # I n, and
similarly that  (t)=i for exactly one t # I n. (One knows this already for
i=&1, 0 and N+1 by Proposition 7.5.) Indeed, for each n and i with
0iN+1, choose any point tn, i # I n for which n(tn, i)=i, subject only
to the condition that tn+2, i=tn, i+T. Then (tn, i, i) # Z(x), that is,
xi (tn, i)=0, (8.11)
and also
tn, i<tn+1, i<tn+2, i=tn, i+T, (8.12)
which is a consequence of the fact (7.13) the graphs of n and n+1 are
disjoint. The fact that the tn, i are zeros of xi ( } ) satisfying (8.12) implies
they are uniquely determined, since xi ( } ) vanishes exactly twice per period.
A similar argument shows there are unique points t~ n, i # I n at which
 (t~ n, i)=i, and one has
x* (t~ n, i)=0. (8.13)
We note also, using (a) and (b) of Proposition 7.5, that for all n
tn, i+1<tn, i and t~ n, i+1<t~ n, i for 0iN. (8.14)
It follows further, using (8.10), that these zeros are interlaced: for each
i with 0iN+1 there exists an integer ci such that
} } } <tn, i<t~ n+c i, i<tn+1, i<t~ n+1+c i, i< } } } . (8.15)
From (8.7) and (8.9) we have that
tn, 0=tn and t~ n, 0=t~ n, hence c0=0.
On the other hand, the fact that n(tn&&+1)=N+1 and  n(t~ n&&~ +1)=
N+1 (from (b) of Proposition 7.5, and from (7.12) and (8.8)) implies that
tn, N+1=tn&&+1 and t~ n, N+1=t~ n&&~ +1, hence cN+1=&~ &&.
Suppose now that &{&~ , and so c0=0 but cN+1{0. Let i, with 0iN,
be chosen so that cj=0 for 0ji, but ci+1{0. Assume also, for ease of
notation, that $i=$i+1=1. First suppose that ci+1>0; we consider the
four points
{1=t~ 0, i+1, {2=t0, i+1, {3=t0, i, {4=t~ 0, i. (8.16)
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Then {2<{3<{4 from (8.14), (8.15), and the fact that ci=0. Also, as
ci+1>0, by (8.15) again
{1=t~ 0, i+1<t1&c i + 1, i+1t0, i+1={2,
and so
{1<{2<{3<{4. (8.17)
It now follows, using the definition (8.16) of the { j , along with (8.11) and
(8.13), and the definition of the interpolating map *, that
i<0(t)<i+1 hence xi (t) xi+1(t)<0 for t # ({2, {3),
i< 0(t)<i+1 hence x* i (t) x* i+1(t)<0 for t # [{2, {3]({1, {4),
(8.18)
and that
xi ({2){0, xi+1({3){0, xi ({3)=xi+1({2)=0. (8.19)
Inspection of (8.18), (8.19) immediately yields a contradiction, and so one
concludes that ci+1>0 is impossible.
To complete the proof of the theorem we suppose that ci+1<0 and
again obtain a contradiction. In this case set
{1=t1, i+1, {2=t~ 0, i+1, {3=t~ 0, i, {4=t1, i.
Then one again verifies (8.17), and now concludes that
i<1(t)<i+1 hence xi (t) xi+1(t)<0 for t # [{2, {3]({1, {4),
i< 0(t)<i+1 hence x* i (t) x* i+1(t)<0 for t # ({2, {3),
(8.20)
and that
x* i ({2){0, x* i+1({3){0, x* i ({3)=x* i+1({2)=0. (8.21)
To obtain a contradiction from (8.20) and (8.21), first assume for definite-
ness that
xi (t)<0<xi+1(t) for t # [{2, {3],
(8.22)
x* i (t)<0<x* i+1(t) for t # ({2, {3),
the other possible sign conditions being handled in a similar fashion.
Consider xi+1(t) for t near {2. Then x* i+1({2)=0, hence x i+1({2){0, and
so the derivative x* i+1(t) changes sign at {2. That is, x* i+1(t)<0 for t<{2
near {2, along with the final inequality in (8.22). This implies that t={2 is
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a strict local minimum of xi+1( } ), which in turn implies, by Theorem 7.1,
that xi+1({2) is the global minimum of xi+1( } ). But one knows that the
minimum of xi+1( } ) is negative, and so this contradicts xi+1({2)>0, which
follows from (8.22). This contradiction proves that ci+1<0 is impossible,
and thereby completes the proof of the theorem.
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